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Lots of schools have recently held amazing fundraisers 
for farmers. If you are looking for an idea, you might like 
to consider one of our favourite ideas below. We haven’t 
judged these based on the amount raised, but rather on 
the idea and the student engagement in the activity itself.
 

LINE DANCING AT LUNCHTIME
Junior and senior students at Prince of Peace Lutheran 
College, in Everton Hills Queensland, combined for a 
‘Fiver for a Farmer’ fundraiser on Friday 17th August. 
A highlight of the day was a joint campus ‘Heel and 
Toe Polka’ on the oval. During this part of the day, 400 
students joined together to do the Heel and Toe Polka, 
as well as the Achy Breaky Heart line dance (as pictured 
below). To read the full article CLICK HERE.

A SHEEP MADE OF COINS
Alkimos Primary School, in the northern suburbs of Perth, 
encouraged students to bring in coins as part of a special 
fundraiser to help farming communities. Students used 
the coins to trace out a large sheep and a small lamb, 
and used remaining coins to write out the school name 
(as pictured above). To read the full article CLICK HERE.

Students and staff at Alstonville High School declared 
Thursday 16th August as Farmer Day. As part of the 
day, students wore farmer clothes and accessories. The 
culmination of the day was a GIANT game of musical 
chairs was played in the school gymnasium, especially 
themed around farms and farmers. Watch the video 
accompanying the full article to see the giant musical 
chairs in action CLICK HERE.

COOPERS COLLECTION
The remarkable thing about this activity is that Cooper 
Lines is a reception student at Port Noarlunga Primary 
School. In South Australia, this means that he hasn’t even 
started year one yet. After hearing about the Australian 
drought on the news Cooper wanted to make a difference. 
He wrote to the Principal asking if he could put a pot in 
every classroom so students could donate money. With 
the help of the Student Wellbeing Leader, Cooper visited 
every class and personally spoke about how everybody 
could make a difference. A week later, Cooper revisited 
the classes to collect the pots and, with the help of a big 
buddy, counted the money. To read the full article CLICK 
HERE.

OUR 4 FAVOURITE 
FUNDRAISERS 
FOR FARMERS

GIANT MUSICAL CHAIRS

http://studentleadership.news/2018/08/21/line-dancing-at-lunchtime/
http://studentleadership.news/2018/08/17/a-special-sheep-for-the-farmers/
http://studentleadership.news/2018/08/19/giant-impact-with-giant-musical-chairs/
http://studentleadership.news/2018/08/20/cooper-cares/


The National Young Leaders Day features Australia’s most inspirational voices and role models. Halogen Australia has 
announced that Tim Diamond, the General Manager of the Cotton On Foundation, will be speaking at every upcoming 
event around Australia.

When you walk past a Cotton On store you may not realise that there’s a selection of products on the shelves that are 
generating millions of dollars for international development projects each year.

Through a unique partnership with customers and team members, the Cotton On Foundation is focused on empowering 
youth globally through the delivery of quality education projects in Uganda, South Africa, Thailand and Australia.

Tim Diamond is has led the passionate team since he was engaged by the Cotton On Group back in 2006 to develop the 
philanthropic arm of the business. The Cotton On Foundation’s mission is to develop 20,000 educational places globally 
by 2020, believing that education is key to breaking the cycle of poverty.

Thousands of primary and secondary school students will soon meet Tim when we he presents the Cotton On Empower 
Session at the upcoming National Young Leaders Day. We chatted to Tim in advance to find out more about who he is 
and his leadership journey so far.

“I was voted as a ‘Cultural Leader’ in my final year of school, so led the charge on cultural and social events at St Joseph’s 
College with a bunch of other student leaders – that included events around the arts, and fundraising events” Tim said.

“I met Nigel Austin in 2006, the owner of Cotton On, and soon after he asked me to travel to Uganda. In November 2007, 
we formed a direct partnership with communities in Southern Uganda leading to the official registration of the Cotton On 
Foundation as a charity organisation.  Things grew rapidly from then.”
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From Student 
Leader to Social



We asked Tim to share a specific example of a place 
where Cotton On Foundation is making a difference. 
“In Southern Uganda where it all began in 2007, we’ve 
developed 9,100 quality educational places across 20 
schools. With three central villages identified, we have 
been able to support a web of outreach schools around 
them, minimising the distance kids have to walk to get 
to school. Across these schools, the funding from our 
retail teams means we’ve been able to provide over eight 
million meals to students and install water tanks that have 
provided over 17 million litres of clean drinking water. 
The change in these communities is unimaginable. The 
children from these communities can quite possibly lead 
the entire country out of poverty.”

Tim shared with us some of the most valuable lessons he 
has learned. “Number one, it’s ok to fail. Failure is a part 
of life, a part of business. Failing together is important – 
share the results, share the lessons. Be humble in defeat 
and take it on board as a learning experience. At Cotton 
On Group we have a value centered around this very 
area, we call it ‘Ever Better’. Number two, people are the 
difference. Live in the NOW, listen to people and work 
together. None of what we do works without great people. 
From our global team who fundraise, to understanding 
what our customer wants through to how we make the 
most impact with our mates who need our help.”

Thousands of students will hear from Tim in person at 
the National Young Leaders Days, but we asked him how 
other school students can get involved in what the Cotton 
On Foundation is doing?

“Across Cotton On Group – school students are probably 
our main customer” Tim said. “We knew long ago that 
it would be hard for them to part with $50 or $100 as a 
donation – so we developed a platform that suits them 
perfectly – they can purchase an item, that they can use, 
like a tote bag, mints or water – for as little as $2, and know 
that that purchase can make a difference to someone in 
need. That support, day in day out, allows us to do this life 
changing work across the globe.”
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During August the Cotton On Foundation recognised its biggest achievement to date in 11 years. On Friday, 14 August, 

the Foundation celebrated the opening of four restored schools within Southern Uganda which has created educational 

places for 2,000 students and marks their biggest step toward achieving 20,000 educational places by 2020.



HOW LEADERS CAN GAIN 
THE TRUST OF THEIR PEERS
Trust doesn’t usually happen automatically. Leaders should deliberately have some strategies so that will help gain the 
trust of their peers over time. As this trust grows stronger, more and more students will become involved in the events 
that student leaders organise.

HERE ARE 4 WAYS THAT LEADERS CAN GAIN THE TRUST OF THEIR PEERS:

1

2

GET YOUR EVENT IDEAS FROM STUDENTS THEMSELVES

BUILD PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Students have greater trust in their leaders when they feel that their 
leaders have been listening widely for ideas. This could be done by 
creating a survey for students to fill out, having a suggestion box for 
event ideas in the school office, or by having an open meeting for all 
students to make suggestions.

Trust is something that is built between people, so it makes sense that 
leaders spend time getting to know their peers. Students are more likely 
to be involved in events because of a PERSON, rather than a PROJECT. 
Leaders will benefit from learning names, having conversations, and 
build as many friendships as possible. 
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3

SERVE AT EVENTS YOU’RE NOT EVEN ORGANISING

4
MAKE YOUR FIRST EVENT AMAZING

This advice has been sourced from GRIP Leadership, the premier trainers of student leaders in Australia and New Zealand. The 
annual GRIP Student Leadership Conference is held in over 50 towns and cities. The upcoming season of conferences included 
a special session called ‘How to Involve More People in School Events’. For details or dates, locations and the conference 
content visit www.gripleadership.com   

HOW LEADERS CAN GAIN THE TRUST OF THEIR PEERS
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Every school has events that are not organised by student leaders. These 
events are actually an exciting opportunity for student leaders to make 
a big statement to others. By showing up and lending a hand at these 
events, leaders demonstrate that they genuinely want school events to 
be successful and that leadership is not all about the leader doing their 
own thing. When students notice their leaders serving in this way, they 
will place more and more trust in the leaders.  

There is no need to spend six months planning the first event but, you 
do everything possible to make it amazing. The goal is for students 
to experience the first event on the year and say “wow, our leaders 
surprised me”. This reaction translates into extra trust towards the 
leaders and builds anticipation for future events.   

www.gripleadership.com
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John Coutis is a remarkable Australian who was born 
with a severe physical disability in which doctors gave 
him little chance of survival. John has not only defied 
medical opinion, he has thrived and is acknowledged as 
one of the world’s most inspirational speakers.

Without the lower part of his body, John embraces 
a full and positive life. He rolls around on his custom 
skateboard and uses humour to communicate some of 
life’s most important lessons. Having spent much of the 
last two decades speaking at professional events, John 
has now shifted much of his focus to touring Australian 
schools. 

John has delivered his inspirational message to over 
six million people around the world, speaking at events 
to complement former US President Bill Clinton, global 
entrepreneur Richard Branson, former British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair and the late Steven Covey and former 
South African President Nelson Mandela.

John spent the entire term three on tour visiting schools 
in Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South 
Australia and Western Australia. His message focused on 
resilience, courage, empathy, inclusion and relationships.

The following summary was provided by Sarah Smith, 
Assistant Principal of Hillsmeade Primary School in 
Melbourne, following John’s visit to their school. 

“It was an absolute privilege welcoming John to Hillsmeade 
today. Our staff were captivated by John’s very moving 
stories, in contrast with his ability to have the whole room 

JOHN COUTIS
A Powerful 

Message for Leaders
laughing hysterically! The student assembly that followed 
was fantastic and so engaging. Our students have 
continued to have such rich discussions back in class, 
thanks to this amazing opportunity. Our student leaders 
heard John speak earlier in the year at the National Young 
Leaders Day and were thrilled to have John visit our own 
school. Their leadership session explored some really 
important messages and our leaders were so responsive 
with their thoughtful questions. Thank you so much, it 
was an amazing experience for our school community.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT JOHN COUTIS AND THE 
SESSIONS HE OFFERES SCHOOLS VISIT

WWW.JOHNCOUTIS.COM

www.johncoutis.com
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3 WAYS TO CREATE 
AMAZING SCHOOL CULTURE

The DEFINITION OF CULTURE is: The attitudes, behaviours, and customs of a group or place.

To create an amazing culture this definition tells us that there are 3 things we can do… ABC.

Some students at your school will wish you had better buildings or different 
rules. Most of these things you CAN’T change but, you CAN change your 
attitude. Celebrate efforts and not just achievements. Talk about challenges 
as a good thing and not a bad thing. Have a positive vocabulary wherever 
possible.

We AREN’T talking about being ‘naughty’ or having bad behavior. We ARE 
talking about the way that things are done. Model the behaviors that you 
want to see amongst all students. These could be arriving to places on time, 
doing things with excellence, assisting other people, practicing generosity, 
keeping things tidy, or participating instead of sitting back.

A school develops an amazing culture when there are a range of customs and 
traditions that are unique. Whether you realise it or not, your school already 
has customs. Some might be enjoyable, some not so much, but they shape 
your culture. This could mean having an annual dress-up day, singing an 
important song, wearing a unique accessory as part of the uniform, having 
a connection with a charity, participating in a regular ceremony, or having 
traditions that take place at assemblies.
 

CREATE
AMAZING 
ATTITUDES

CREATE 
AMAZING 

BEHAVIOURS

CREATE 
AMAZING 
CUSTOMS



GRIP STUDENT 
LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

A PRACTICAL AND INTERACTIVE TRAINING DAY HELD IN OVER 100 
TOWNS AND CITIES AROUND AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

NEW TOPICS EVERY YEAR, FOCUSED ON EQUIPPING STUDENT 
LEADERS WITH SKILLS AND IDEAS THEY CAN PUT INTO 

PRACTICE IN THEIR OWN SCHOOL.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
 gripleadership.com

www.gripleadership.com
www.gripleadership.com
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SUBSCRIBE USING YOUR FAVOURITE PODCAST APP, OR BY FOLLOWING 
‘STUDENT LEADERSHIP NEWS’ ON SOCIAL MEDIA

MY FAVOURITE THING

BLT

TOUR TALES

QUESTION TIME

SOMETHING GREAT 
WE HEARD OF

BEST LEADERSHIP 
TIP

THE ADVENTURES OF 
OUR TEAM

YOUR QUESTIONS 
ANSWERED

TOP 3 TIPS
NEW CATEGORIES 

EACH EPISODE

FROM FAMOUS 
LEADERS

ONE MINUTE WISDOM

STUDENT LEADERSHIP NEWS

PODCAST
REGULAR SEGMENTS

SUBSCRIBE 
NOW!

www.studentleadership.news
www.studentleadership.news
www.studentleadership.news


www.halogen.org.au



